
MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATION 
PLAN

Acción Climática



This Plan aims to improve the 

reputation of the affiliated 

company and posture it as 

leader in the fight against 

Climate change



THE AFFILIATION INCLUDES

Two publications per semester of relevant information regarding the

achievements of the affiliate in policies or efforts to mitigate and adapt to

Climate Change. This collective bulletin is shared with four more affiliates.

Two publications of achievement information on strategies for mitigate or

adapt to Climate Change in a special bulletin (single space for the

affiliate).



THE AFFILIATION INCLUDES

Possibility of attending the events organized by AC, either as a guest,

exhibitor, or sponsor.

Possibility of attending to 2 webinars as expositor during the semester

regarding environmental or climatic themes that your company is working

or have worked before.

Climatic/environmental Social Media Strategy.



EVENTS
AC conducts business and

networking events every semester,

in Chile, Peru and Colombia, these

are open to the public, related

with Climate Change issues,

renewable energy and sustainable

development, so that the affiliate

representatives can participate in

them.



EVENTS

SEMINARS



EVENTS

NETWORKING



EVENTOS

WEBINARS



SUCCESS CASES

EXPOSITOR ASISTANT SPONSOR

With the communication plan, our affiliate KPMG propitiated 

its participation in different events organized by Acción

Climática as expositor, asistant, or sponsor.

KPMG



UNILEVER

For these affiliates, a space to be expositors was 

generated.

CO2CERO IS A

SUCCESS CASES



Organizations that are part of our network, participate as expositors in 
our webinars.

CO2CERO

Brigard & 

Urrutia

SUCCESS CASES

KPMG



BULLETINS

COLLECTIVE SPECIAL

Published on Mondays,

Wednesday and Friday, on the

two last weeks for each

month.

Your company has the

opportunity of sharing its

information in two collective

bulletins each month.
Published on Mondays,

Wednesday and Friday, on the

two first weeks for each

month.The information is shared in this

space with three affiliates more.

The affiliate can share its

information in two special bulletins

during the semester;

the information is shared in this

space dedicated just for them

with more than 20

thousand contacts.



MAILING

OUR NEWSLETTERS ARE SHARED TO MORE THAN 

20 THOUSAND CONTACTS.



SUCCESS 

STORIES

COLLECTIVE BULLETIN 

MOBILE VERSION



SUCCESS 

STORIES

COLLECTIVE BULLETIN 

DESKTOP VERSION



SUCCESS 

STORIES

SPECIAL NEWSLETTER, 

DISTRIBUTED IN 

MOBILE ANS DESKTOP  

VERSIONS



SOCIAL NETWORKS

Dissemination of all the news and events that

are interested in socializing the affiliate on

our social networks (LinkedIn, Instagram, 
Twitter and Facebook).



INSTAGRAM

2.003 FOLLOWERS

422 POST



FACEBOOK

1.778 FOLLOWERS

1.721 LIKES

1.578 REACH



TWITTER

1.088 FOLLOWERS

327 DAILY VISITS

14.3 IMPRESSIONS



LINKEDIN

14.959 FOLLOWERS

1.578 DAILY VISITS

73 VISUALIZATION



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acción Climática acknowledge each one 

of the affiliates for leading effective actions 

forthe mitigation and adaptation regarding 

climate change.





SOCIAL MEDIA 

STRATEGY

Positioning your Brand trough social 

media Benchmarking.



ANALYSIS SCHEDULE

CONTENT PROPOSAL



CONTACT US

COLOMBIA

Avenida Calle 100 No.  

8A- 55 Torre C of. 715  

comunicaciones@  

accionclimatica.net

+ 57 3102085470

CHILE

La Llavería, 2081, Vitacura-

Santiago de Chile

directorchile@  

accionclimatica.net

+ 56 989069223

@accionclimatica1 @accion.climatica @accionclimatica @accionclima_

www.accionclimatica.net

http://www.accionclimatica.net/

